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In Kitchen learning is real life, health embracing and
inclusive of everyone. Students learn to be responsible when
using kitchen utensils and appliances, to understand more
about the produce they grow in the school gardens and how
to turn it into delicious food.
Kitchen
lessons
require more adult
help than you might
expect and this year
we have been fortunate to have a group of over 20
helpers (parents, grandparents and great aunts), helping
on a fortnightly basis. As these wonderful adults work
with our young people, they teach them life skills,
mathematical concepts, scientific facts and how to
follow a recipe. The Programme introduces children to
eating a wide range of vegetables and encourages them not be afraid to try food that is
‘different’, ‘weird’ or even ‘green’. Happy Valley students become
capable cooks and healthy individuals, they learn to be creative in
ways that are tangible and where the end result is, usually, edible!
…from the students…
Xavier, Year 6: In Kitchen I enjoy eating the food we make! Of course
I like making the food, but I like tasting new things. In Kitchen we
learn a bit about different countries and then we get to make some
traditional foods. I really enjoy Kitchen and so does everybody else.
Kiara, Year 4: Kitchen is a fun place
because children learn how to work in
groups that are chosen for them which
can help them form new friendships. In Kitchen this term we have
been cooking food from Europe. Kitchen is fun because Clare (the
Kitchen teacher) sets different meal tasks for all of the kids to cook;
everyone has a group: green, blue, white, red or yellow. Kitchen
gives students an extremely important skill, the skill to cook.
Emily, Year 3: My favourite part about Kitchen is when we chop up
the food to make the recipe and I learn about the chopping
methods. I like eating different foods.
…and from our tireless volunteers…
Jacqui: I have been a parent volunteer in the middle primary kitchen
classes at HVPS for the past two years. The children have always been
enthusiastic and exited to prepare, cook and share new and interesting
culinary creations with their classmates, teachers and parent volunteers.
I hope to continue as a parent volunteer for as long as possible and
encourage other parents with an interest in cooking, nutrition and helping
young people to offer some of their time to the school.

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
Dear Families,
As term 3 comes to a close we celebrate student learning and achievements across the curriculum. Our students
have participated in a number of sporting activities throughout the term reaching the finals in football, netball
and soccer. The Pedal Prix culminated in the competition at Murray Bridge on the weekend involving 13
students working hard to achieve their personal best times. The 17 students from the Happy Valley Choir joined
almost one thousand students from across the state performing in the Festival of Music at the Entertainment
Centre on Sunday 17th September. This performance is the culmination of 3 terms of commitment to learning
songs and actions, many hours of practice and rehearsals with Angela Kay and Fiona Doroch. Congratulations to
all students involved for your hard work and dedication, the performance was fantastic and we thoroughly
enjoyed your talents. Many thanks to Angela and Fiona for your hard work and commitment to teaching and
supporting the students to participate in this amazing experience.
This term students in years 3, 5 and 7 received their results from the National Assessment in Literacy and
Numeracy (NAPLAN) tests held in May. We received assessment results for five areas of literacy and numeracy
across all year levels. Teachers have individually analysed the results to identify areas for growth for the
remainder of the year. As a school we will analyse the results to identify trends and develop strategies to
support student achievement in the higher bands. When comparing the progression of students across the 2
year span we are pleased with the number of students represented in the medium and upper growth bands.
Medium growth indicates that students are making 2 years growth in the 2 year period and upper means
growth is in excess of 2 years.
Progression from 2015 to 2017 Year 3 – Year 5
Progress
Low
Medium
Upper

Reading
27%
55%
18%

Numeracy
27%
55%
18%

Progression from 2015 to 2017 Year 5 – Year 7
Progress
Low
Medium
Upper

Reading
41%
37%
22%

Numeracy
39%
50%
11%

Our year 7 students showed particularly good results with 94% of students reaching National Minimum
Standard in Reading and 100% of students reaching National Minimum Standard in Numeracy. We aim to
continue to improve our results through our ongoing work in curriculum development and teaching practice.
The term has been challenging for the health of students and staff and we hope that as the weather improves
we will recover and can take advantage of the sunshine to spend more time outside. Please remember hats are
compulsory in term 4 for all outdoor activities.
Many thanks to all volunteers this term we appreciate your ongoing support and efforts to improve
opportunities for students in learning programmes, the canteen, the kitchen and garden program and at
working bees. We welcome family and community members to volunteer in all areas across the school.
Best wishes for the holiday break,
Debbie

DUTY OF CARE REMINDER
TEACHERS ARE ON DUTY FROM 8.30 IN THE MORNING UNTIL 3.30 IN
THE AFTERNOON.

ATTENDANCE - EVERYDAY COUNTS!!!
Our target is 95% student
attendance every week.

92% this week – slowly getting
over the winter bugs.

MATHS SURVEY – DEAN CARTER – PE AND HEALTH TEACHER
What do you think Mathematics means?
Interpreting and making sense of patterns and numbers all around you in everyday life.
How do you use maths in everyday situations?
In P.E I use it all the time. From scoring, to line marking, space etc. Everyday I have to manage time,
money and make decisions based on mathematical concepts.
What is your favourite maths thing to do?
Data and statistics. As a child I knew silly stats from all sorts of sports and people thought I was
weird. I also like the fact that in maths there is always a right and wrong answer.

POWERFUL LEARNER AWARDS – presented at assembly on 22ND September 2017
For being a confident and resilient learner
Della S, Amber M, Kiara I, Belle L, Riley T,
Alice P, Jayden R
For having an enduring belief that they can learn and achieve
Tianah M, Zahra C, James P, Alexis R, Shaelee K
For having the capacity to apply their understanding to new and
familiar situations
Caitlin E
For welcoming challenges that stretch their thinking
James F, Harlem, S, Carvin M, Chloe G, Zach G, Gabe C, Noah R, Amelie H, Jack H, Amelia C, Abby Wh,

WORKING BEE THANK YOU
Many thanks to the following Working Bee Helpers who came along Sunday and dusted, de-spider webbed,
pruned the Sensory Garden and weeded in Isabella's Garden. Fabulous Job!!
Yvette and Chloe, Shane, Abigail and Imogen, Gaby,
Noah and Darcy, Lars, Brigette, Mitchell, Hilary and
Claire, Anthony, Emma and Nathan, Alana, Jade Billie,
Natalie, Wendy, James and Alicia, Claudia and
Sophie.

FESTIVAL OF MUSIC CHOIR PERFORMANCE

Sunday 17th September 17 of our students performed on stage at the Adelaide Entertainment Centre as part of the
Public Schools Festival of Music.
This year, for the first time in many years, the choir was composed of over a 1000 students returning to the past,
when the choral festival was known as The Thousand Voice Choir.
Our school was also represented by Stephanie W who was part of the Southern troupe.
The Primary Schools Festival of Music, an official state icon, is a public school-based music program which is a
collaboration between DECD and the SAPPS Music Society, which gives all SA public primary students the
opportunity to perform at a prestigious venue.
This year the Festival started with a big bang, as an “Arena Percussion Group” opened the concert while all 1000
students filed onto stage. The commissioned work was entitled “The Nutcracker and the Mouse King” which was a
series of five songs based around the popular classical composition “The Nutcracker Suite”, and the concert ended
with the pop song “Live Louder”.
In between there were a number of Assisting Artists from public primary and secondary schools, other choir items
that presented different musical genre, and two pieces that specifically showcased the talents of the orchestra.
It was a spectacular event that our students enjoyed being a part of.

RECORDER STUDENTS AS PART OF THE FESTIVAL OF MUSIC
Happy Valley recorder students performed at the Entertainment Centre as part of the Festival of Music, Josh T
and Seth M took part in a foyer concert, Saturday 19th September at the Entertainment Centre. They were part
of the group of the treble players, who performed for the full half hour performance. A number of parents and
friends supported the performers’.

PEDAL PRIX - 24 HOUR RACE
The 24 hour Murray Bridge Race was interesting, annoying
and exhilarating all at the same time!
The weather was forecast to be dry but windy. It was SO
windy the race was postponed by four hours.
When the race finally started, our riders went through one
after the other until 10pm when they broke up into groups
riding for 3 hours while others rested or slept.
Our year 7 riders – Joel, Noah, Natasha, Acacia and Josh all
found the racing exhilarating.
Students and Parents represented the school with pride
and displayed our values of Respect, Responsibility and
Integrity.

We would also like to acknowledge two
very important sponsors – Gas Works at
Unley for donating a gas heater to keep
the teams and their families warm at
night and early mornings and Robyn at
Bakers Delight Happy Valley and
Aberfoyle Park for keeping our insides
happy.
Tina Andrews has been an amazing
manager and Cheronn Cleghorn has
competently organised food for the
team and organised fundraising BBQ’s.
Thank you for your support over the
years.
Well Done!!
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